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to raise awareness about hate speech phenomenon; analyze the situation in the involved countries and the main vulnerable groups and
consequences of its acceptance in public space and public discourse;
to actively engage young people in No Hate Speech Movement by letting them shape and formulate standards of “Hate Free Spaces” and “Hate
Free Ambassadors” in their local communities and on an international level;
tutor participants in developing their own No Hate Speech projects, that will take place in an established network of “Hate Free Spaces” places
and therefore proliferate No Hate Speech Movement wider on a local, national, and international level;

Youth Association DRONI organized an international workshop titled Networking for You/th Rights. It connected participants from 7 countries:
Finland, Azerbaijan, Moldova, Poland, Georgia, Ukraine and Belarus. The main aim of this project is to create an international youth team that will
develop a transnational Network of individuals, youth clubs, cafes, social bars, and educational institutions. “Hate Free Spaces” will close their doors
to proponents of hate speech and xenophobic propaganda and will simultaneously support spreading the No Hate Speech Movement

To reach this aim, we’ve set the following objectives:
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International training/workshop in Rustavi

NETWORKING FOR
YOU/TH RIGHTS



ESC CARAVAN
ZUGDIDI

Between 14 to 16 April our European Solidarity Corps volunteers
together with the team from Erasmus+ Youth and European
Solidarity Corps Informational Center and Youth Association DRONI,
organized another ESC Caravan meetings. The Caravan was held at
Zugdidi Gymnasium of St. George, Zugdidi Central Library,  Student-
Youth Palace and the organization "Atinati".

Our team met with over 80 young people aged 13 to 27 years old,
with whom we discussed different opportunities of Erasmus plus
program and we made workshops about three different topics:
human rights, food waste and scavenger hunt about Europe.
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Youth Association DRONI facilitated a youth exchange titled “No to Loneliness with NGO Jututaja”. The
project took pace in Bakuriani, Georgia, between 23 - 30 April. The objectives of this youth exchange project
were to lessen feelings of loneliness amongst youngsters and elders, while concurrently teaching them about
coping mechanisms and social and cultural differences related to eldercare.
Over 30 participants have met to better understand Georgia’s and Estonia’s social, cultural, and governmental
approaches to elderly care, and to be able to recognize both of the system's advantages and disadvantages. The
participants have learnt about the importance of having a more understanding attitude towards elders and the
topic of aging and the elderly to not be seem as taboo as before. In addition, the participants met to be able to
recognize mental health "red flags" in themselves and their loved ones and know where to look for help. 

Youth Exchange
“NO TO LONELINESS WITH

NGO JUTUTAJA”
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2nd & 3rd workshops

The second workshop of a new USE-
IT MAP version of TBILISI on 9 April
was all about the outdoor. That
means it was based on walking and
taking photos! The participants of
the workshop were divided into
several teams and searched for the 
 new walking paths of Tbilisi. The
direction was based on a few topics
such as the greenery, nightlife,
history and so on. Participants of the
third workshop on 19 April were
finally choosing a designer for the
map! Stay tuned for our next steps!
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... and we said goodbye to Marina,
ESC volunteer from France...
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Dilijan, Armenia

On the 1st of April, the Erasmus +
Youth Exchange "Healthy Lifestyle
via sport" kicked off in Dilijan,
Armenia. The project aims at
exchanging knowledge between
youth from different countries by
preparing sessions for each other
on topics that will be assigned
beforehand. The project's central
theme is a healthy lifestyle,
starting from sports to mental
health. 

REPORT FROM GEORGIAN TEAM
 

"We have always been interested in a healthy and active lifestyle, learning outdoor activities, connecting with nature, and so
on. We were very happy to find a youth exchange project for people like us.
Doing and showing presentations on such interesting topics as drug addiction, team building, healthy and active life and etc.
We expected to meet people who has the same interest and We were also excited about the mixture of counties involved in
this activity: Armenia, Bulgaria, Romania, Poland, and Georgia. The program was led by every participant country. It was all a
great mixture of non-formal education that was happening outdoors as well.
The project was from the beginning based a lot on sharing our personal stories, the challenges we face in our lives, and the
changes we would like to make but sometimes it is hard to take the first step. We had an amazing experience hiking. We
walked to the village Gosh. The road was for professionals but we all made it. Also, we had an activity that required us to
involve villagers in our actively. We were playing our national games and were asking people to join us. It was an amazing
experience.
In the second half of the project, we made some presentations. The presentations were on the prevention of healthy living
and its disruptive pacts like drugs, alcohol, and so on. “AM-Healthy lifestyle via sport” gave us lots of new methods for
dealing with our own challenges, seeing them in a positive way as something that can develop us as a person.
This project helped us to see a bigger picture of the situation around us. We shared knowledge, experiences, activities, and
energizers that we will definitely use in the following projects. This project really inspired each and every one of us".
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Yerevan, Armenia 
“Participation and Citizenship” is an international project
which took place in Yerevan, Armenia from the 4th of
April until the 13th of April and we would love to share
with you a small blog, which wrote a participant from
Georgia. 

"It was an interesting experience, my first time in
Armenia for a training course which turned into
discovering neighbor country’s culture deeply. The first
thing that comes to mind are trainers – they managed
well to adjust the program for all age groups represented.
Other staff members were also nice, always ready to help.
Being able to communicate in Russian made some
aspects different, I had a more cultural exchange with
locals because of this. 

What March was like for 
our ESC volunteers abroad?

We had guest speakers from the government, and the discussion was deep and interesting, but I
wish that we knew the topic before – in order to prepare for/about it. After all, I’m satisfied –
learned and experienced a lot".
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ESC project in Estonia
shorturl.at/cgxyG

 
2 ESC projects in Poland

shorturl.at/gsuIU
shorturl.at/bmMV6

 
3 ESC projects in Lithuania

shorturl.at/nuzM6
 

ESC project in Slovakia
shorturl.at/hiIRS
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http://shorturl.at/gsuIU?fbclid=IwAR3yuEDiEJwN4XRbZ_hmb7_Za7Z6dcssdRAYnu8KlUY47gJR-7hW9tTrUlM
http://shorturl.at/bmMV6?fbclid=IwAR0DGHC0jBg6PyfOqriIxM_R7zv4KhM5DUgPnopYe9eRbvmGzGaEEuvftQ0
http://shorturl.at/nuzM6?fbclid=IwAR2q-FwZKxcCPYYnh6i3awWJ_fFqzuAZFNjJ6XvMZyUxFx62fy306zEAr30
http://shorturl.at/hiIRS?fbclid=IwAR0YtRzzyQJwLzr-2MHuhq95ZiOqQSxzaocUcvJSzdXor9Q01Q5pM6w03Ac
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Youth Association DRONI together with Info Center of Erasmus+ and European Solidarity Corps in
Georgia and NGO Youth for Peace and Equality is going to organize a public visual exhibition to
celebrate Europe Day. The aim is to provide information about EU programs, ESC volunteering, Erasmus+
youth and the opportunities offered by the European Union in general.

In order to raise awareness, the attending community will have the opportunity to talk to people
experienced in the field and get the necessary information from them. The project's main goal is to
create an environment where the present community will be able to receive interesting and valuable
information about international projects from the first source, both verbal and visual.

The event will take place on 9th of MAY, in Deadaena Park, Tbilisi. 


